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1 Introduction

Comparison of experimental measurements and SM predictions in the presence
of bin-to-bin correlated uncertainties is an increasingly important topic in the
high energy physics community. For example, at present the agreement of a gen-
erated distribution of an observable with its measured distribution is typically
made by looking at the ratio between the data and simulation in each bin. So far
this approach has been acceptable since the uncertainties would be dominated
by the statistical component, which is often uncorrelated between bins. As the
LHC collects an increasingly large dataset however, this simple ratio becomes
unsuitable, since the effect of correlations of systematic uncertainties between
bins becomes important. Similarly, re-interpretation of searches for new physics
need to account for correlations between bins to be valid. In both cases, analysts
need access to covariance information from measurements published by experi-
mentalists. At present, there is no specific agreement on how this information
should be stored and propagated. This note provides some recommendations on
how such correlation information should be stored and attempts to implement
some of the suggestions.

2 Current workflow to preserve analysis results

The most common way to preserve the results of a measurement from an LHC
experiment it to store the result on HEPData [Maguire:2017ypu ]. The HEP-
Data website contains listings for individual papers, where the information from
the tables and figures may be stored in a database. In some cases, additional
information, which is not available in the main body of the paper, may also be
stored on HEPData.

Going hand in hand with HEPdata entries are Rivet [Buckley:2010ar ]
routines which define the fiducial region(s) in which a measurement was made.
Rivet is a generator-independent programme, where truth events can be pro-
cessed to show the truth-level distributions resulting from measurements and
compared to the reference data from the paper in a dedicated human-readable
format, called YODA. In this way, new generator predictions may be run through
an Rivet analysis plugin (this is called a routine) and the result may be com-
pared to the experimental data directly (assuming that the data are corrected
for detector effects). Rivet also incorporates detector smearing functionality so
it may also be used for search results and detector-level measurements.

HEPData and Rivet are intended to be synchronised so that they contain
identical information: data from HEPData listings may be exported to Rivet’s
YODA format and these outputs should be identical to the reference data which
comes bundled with Rivet.

The HEPdata-Rivet workflow allows for an efficient preservation of exper-
imental measurements, especially if they are unfolded to particle level, since
it avoids the need to run expensive detector reconstruction and simulation of
detector effects. Rivet is commonly used by the generator development com-
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munity for validation, generator comparison and checking whether new features
improve agreement with experimental data. Furthermore, Rivet can also be
used for re-interpretation via tools like CONTUR [Butterworth:2016sqg ].

For searches, re-interpretation may be done via simplified likelihoods [Buckley:2018vdr
] (which rely on covariance matrices, usually provided directly by the analysis
team). In this case, covariance information also needs to be stored on HEPData.

3 How to add covariance information into the
workflow

Whether dealing with preservation of results from measurements or searches,
at particle-level or detector-level, it is clear any convention to store covariance
information must be implemented both in HEPdata and Rivet, since these tools
are key elements in the workflow for analysis re-use. In order to preserve the
covariance information from an analysis, two options are available: either a cov-
ariance matrix must be provided directly by the analysis team; or a breakdown
of all uncertainties in each bin of measured distributions should be provided.

Each option has pros and cons, but in the general the uncertainty break-
down is preferred since it can be trivially converted into a covariance matrix
using linear algebra (two methods exist, toys-based or direct, which are detailed
in Appendix ??), but the reverse operation is not trivial. Furthermore, this
approach allows the covariance matrix to be built across several distributions
of a given measurement, or even different measurements, so long as the same
naming conventions for each source of uncertainty is respected.

In principle, a covariance matrix can also be uploaded to HEPData and
propagated to a 2-dimensional histogram in YODA. Although there is no agreed
format to do this at present, this workflow is possible. However, until recently,
although HEPData was able to handle uncertainty breakdown in a given meas-
urement, this information could not be propagated to Rivet since no format
within YODA existed to store this breakdown. Recent technical improvements
have made this possible, which are detailed below.

4 Summary of recent and upcoming technical
developments

4.1 A format to store error breakdowns in HEPdata entries

HEPData was re-written in 2015-2016, and many technical improvements were
implemented. Among these, the ability of uploading an arbitrary number of
label to each histogram which represent individual sources of uncertainty. The
total uncertainty shown on the HEPData site is taken to be the sum in quadrat-
ure of the individual components. The upload format for HEPdata is a YAML
file, where each figure, distribution or table is associated to a YAML entry. The
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HEPdata YAML format is detailed here [HEPDataGithub ] and a minimal
example of the format given here for reference.

1 dependent_variables:

2 - header:

3 name: $d\sigma / d(H_{T})$

4 units: pb/GeV

5 values:

6 - errors:

7 - label: sys ,JET_GroupedNP_1

8 symerror: 9.6549e-07

9 - label: stat ,Data_statistics

10 symerror: 2.5347e-06

11 - label: sys ,DY_TH_Scale_uncertainty

12 symerror: 9.6354e-08

13 value: 3.9537e-05

14 - errors:

15 - label: sys ,DY_TH_Scale_uncertainty

16 symerror: 8.4579e-07

17 - label: sys ,JET_GroupedNP_1

18 symerror: 8.6178e-06

19 - label: stat ,Data_statistics

20 symerror: 8.6171e-06

21 value: 0.00036947

22 - errors:

23 - label: sys ,DY_TH_Scale_uncertainty

24 symerror: 4.6791e-07

25 - label: sys ,JET_GroupedNP_1

26 symerror: 6.7696e-06

27 - label: stat ,Data_statistics

28 symerror: 2.6374e-06

29 value: 0.00017464

30 - errors:

31 - label: sys ,DY_TH_Scale_uncertainty

32 symerror: 1.3018e-07

33 - label: sys ,JET_GroupedNP_1

34 symerror: 4.9286e-07

35 - label: stat ,Data_statistics

36 symerror: 2.0552e-06

37 value: 2.6809e-05

38 independent_variables:

39 - header:

40 name: $H_{T} $

41 units: GeV

42 values:

43 - high: 300.0

44 low: 0.0

45 - high: 500.0

46 low: 300.0

47 - high: 800.0
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48 low: 500.0

49 - high: 1100.0

50 low: 800.0

51 name: Ht_emjj___ST

The YAML entry for a given histogram consists of a list of independent
variables (e.g. the x-axis in a distribution, or the x- and y-axes for a heat map),
in this case HT , and dependent variables (e.g. the y-axis, or z-axis respectively),
in this case dσ/d(HT ). The values for the independent and dependent variables
can either be bin ranges, as in this example or central values of points. The
dependent variable values for each bin are given by the value field, but can
also be assigned a dictionary of uncertainties for each point, in the errors field,
where the keys of the dictionary are the names of the sources of uncertainty.

HEPData YAML files support symmetric uncertainties (labelled symerror)
or asymmetric uncertainties (labelled asymerror) where values for the upwards
and downwards variations (denoted as plus and minus respectively) are given
separately. HEPdata supports relative uncertainties (which are indicated with
a ’%’ sign), or absolute uncertainties. The uncertainties can be signed. Positive
uncertainties are understood to represent increases in the yield or cross-section
or value in that bin or point, while negative uncertainties are taken to mean
cases where the value is reduced.

4.2 The YODA format, and improvements to store error
breakdowns

Rivet’s custom data format, YODA, was designed to be a lightweight human-
readable framework for computational data handling. The same example as
described above in the YODA format looks like:

1 BEGIN YODA_SCATTER2D_V2 /REF/RIVET_ANALYSIS_NAME/d01 -x01 -y01

2 Variations: [""]

3 ErrorBreakdown: {0: {’stat ,Data_statistics ’: {dn: -2.5347e

-06, up: 2.5347e-06}, ’sys ,DY_TH_Scale_uncertainty ’: {dn:

-9.6354e-08, up: 9.6354e-08}, ’sys ,JET_GroupedNP_1 ’: {dn

: -9.6549e-07, up: 9.6549e-07}} , 1: {’stat ,

Data_statistics ’: {dn: -8.6171e-06, up: 8.6171e-06}, ’sys

,DY_TH_Scale_uncertainty ’: {dn: -8.4579e-07, up: 8.4579e

-07}, ’sys ,JET_GroupedNP_1 ’: {dn: -8.6178e-06, up: 8.6178

e-06}}, 2: {’stat ,Data_statistics ’: {dn: -2.6374e-06, up:

2.6374e-06}, ’sys ,DY_TH_Scale_uncertainty ’: {dn: -4.6791

e-07, up: 4.6791e-07}, ’sys ,JET_GroupedNP_1 ’: {dn:

-6.7696e-06, up: 6.7696e-06}} , 3: {’stat ,Data_statistics ’

: {dn: -2.0552e-06, up: 2.0552e-06}, ’sys ,

DY_TH_Scale_uncertainty ’: {dn: -1.3018e-07, up: 1.3018e

-07}, ’sys ,JET_GroupedNP_1 ’: {dn: -4.9286e-07, up: 4.9286

e -07}}}

4

5 IsRef: 1

6 Path: /REF/RIVET_ANALYSIS_NAME/d01 -x01 -y01
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7 Title: Inclusive cross -section measurements

8 Type: Scatter2D

9 ---

10 # xval xerr - xerr+ yval yerr - yerr+

11 1.500000e+02 1.500000e+02 1.500000e+02 3.953700e-05

2.714067e-06 2.714067e-06

12 4.000000e+02 1.000000e+02 1.000000e+02 3.694700e-04

1.221623e-05 1.221623e-05

13 6.500000e+02 1.500000e+02 1.500000e+02 1.746400e-04

7.280268e-06 7.280268e-06

14 9.500000e+02 1.500000e+02 1.500000e+02 2.680900e-05

2.117476e-06 2.117476e-06

15 END YODA_SCATTER2D_V2

This example was produced by creating a dummy HEPData entry for the
above example, and converting to YODA from HEPdata. For older version of
HEPdata and YODA, the information regarding the error breakdown would
have been lost, with only the total error reported. As of Rivet version 2.6.2
(YODA 1.7.1.) this is possible, and additional feature was introduced to store
the uncertainties in YAML annotations to the YODA histograms. The YAML
annotation is a set of nested dictionaries, which can be seen on line 3 of the
code snippet in this section.

Each bin is referred to by it’s index in the annotation, and is associated
to a dictionary. The keys of these dictionaries are the labels of each source of
uncertainty. In the example above, we consider three sources. For each source
of uncertainty in each bin, a further dictionary stores the relative uncertainty
in the upwards (up) and downwards(dn) variation.

The advantage of this format is that the uncertainty breakdown for a given
measurement is associated directly to the relevant YODA reference histogram.
There is no need to link the reference data histogram to any other entry or table
to find out the covariance matrix (this is of course not the case if a covariance
matrix is stored as a separate object). Since the release of YOPA 1.7.1, when
a HEPdata entry is exported to YODA format, the uncertainty breakdown is
propagated into the format mentioned in the previous section by default.

4.3 A common library of tools to manipulate YODA files
with covariance information

A library of tools to manipulate YODA objects which contain an uncertainty
breakdown is provided along with this document, and can be found in [correlations-library
]. Some examples of the functionality provided in the library are detailed below:

• constructing a covariance matrix from the error breakdown using the toys
method

• constructing a covariance matrix from the error breakdown using the direct
method
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5 Recommendations and proposed workflow

In order to store covariance information from measurements in a standardized
way, the following conventions are suggested:

1. Analysis results, in particular measurements made a particle-level, should
be uploaded to HEPdata, and should include the full breakdown of un-
certainties in each bin. This typically means that the error breakdown
in each bin and each distribution should be available to the collaboration
during review;

2. If an uncertainty has several components, for example the Jet Energy
Scale, then each component should be listed separately in the breakdown;

3. Uncertainties which are not correlated between bins (for example, stat un-
certainties in most case) should be stored with a prefix stat, or uncorr,
at the beginning of their label. Conversely, uncertainties which should be
correlated between bins should be labelled with a prefix sys, or corr,;

4. Only errors which are not correlated between bins should ideally be up-
loaded as asymmetric uncertainties. If a sys, error is uploaded as a sym-
metric error, then it will be assumed that the upward variation increases
the value of the point;

5. Uncertainties can be specified as relative or absolute, as preferred by the
analysts;

6. Where possible, the exact ATLAS or CMS naming conventions should
be propagated without change (aside from the sys, or stat, prefix) for
uncertainties which are common between measurements. This would make
it possible in principle to correlate the results of several measurements in
the future;

7. A Rivet routine should be provided for all CMS and ATLAS particle-level
measurements, so that the fiducial region is well defined, and the reference
data should be synchronised with the corresponding HEPData entry;

8. If for whatever reason it is not possible to follow the above conventions,
a covariance matrix may be provided directly as a HEPData table. The
correspondence between each row/column of the able and the relevant dis-
tribution should be described clearly. The HEPData authors are working
on a more programmatic solution to assign a row of a table to a bin of a
histogram, but this is not available yet;

9. If an analysis wishes to store the statistical covariance information as a
series of Bootstrap histograms, then these should be attached to the
additional material of the HEPdata entry;
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6 Step-by-step example

6.1 Uploading Error breakdowns to HEPData

6.2 Uploading covariance matrices to HEPData

6.3 Propagating from HEPData to YODA

6.4 Estimating goodness of fit between data and simula-
tion in Rivet

7 Outlook and next steps
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Appendix

A Pseudocode examples

A.0.1 Error breakdown to covariance matrix : Direct method

1

2 def makeCovarianceMatrix( ao , ignore_corrs=False ):

3 """

4 ‘ao ‘ Yoda AO

5 ‘ignore_corrs ‘ Bool (option to ignore correlations and

treat everything as uncorrelated between bins)

6

7 Build the covariance matrix for an AO with the direct

method treating error sources whose

8 label contains ’stat’ as uncorrelated between bins and

others as correlated between bins.

9 Fast but needs symmetric errors.

10 """

11 nbins = ao.numPoints

12 corr = ao.annotation(’ErrorBreakdown ’) if ’1.7’ in yoda.

version () else yaml.load(ao.annotation(’ErrorBreakdown ’))

13 dummyM = np.outer(range(nbins), range(nbins) )

14 covM = np.zeros(dummyM.shape)

15 if len (corr)==0 :

16 for ibin in range (nbins):

17 covM[ibin][ibin]= ((ao.points[ibin].yErrs [0]+ao.

points[ibin].yErrs [1]) /2) **2

18 if covM[ibin][ibin ]==0 : covM[ibin][ibin ]==1

19 print "[WARNING], ao ", ao.path , " has no errors.

Setting cov martix to unit ... but consider excluding it !

"

20 return covM

21 systList= corr [0]. keys()

22 totErr = np.zeros(nbins)

23 for sname in systList:

24 systErrs = np.zeros(nbins)

25 for ibin in range (nbins):

26 nomVal = ao.points[ibin].y

27 systErrs[ibin ]=(( abs(corr[ibin][sname ][’up’]))+(abs(

corr[ibin][sname ][’dn’])))*0.5 #up/dn are considered the

same since NoToys assumes symmetric errors

28 #systErrs[ibin ]=(( abs(corr[ibin][ sname][’up ’]))) #up/

dn are considered the same since NoToys assumes symmetric

errors

29 if (ignore_corrs or ’stat’ in sname):

30 covM += np.diag(systErrs*systErrs)

31 else:
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32 covM += np.outer(systErrs ,systErrs)

33 if LA.det(covM)==0:

34 printMatrix(covM)

35 print "[ERROR], the above cov matrix is singular for ",

ao.path , " ! exit"

36 print "( if this is a cov matrix for a super -AO ,

perhaps you have several highly correlated distributions

in your set. Try vetoing some.)"

37 exit (1)

38 return covM

A.0.2 Error breakdown to covariance matrix : Pseudo-experiments
(toys) method

1 def makeCovarianceMatrixFromToys( ao , ntoys =10000 ,

ignore_corrs=False):

2 """

3 ‘ao ‘ Yoda AO

4 ‘ntoys ‘ int (number of toys to throw)

5 ‘ignore_corrs ‘ Bool (option to ignore correlations and

treat everything as uncorrelated between bins)

6

7 Build the covariance matrix for an AO with the toys

method treating error sources whose

8 label contains ’stat’ as uncorrelated between bins and

others as correlated between bins.

9 Slow , depends on ntoys , but can use asymmetric errors.

10 """

11 nbins = ao.numPoints

12 corr = ao.annotation(’ErrorBreakdown ’) if ’1.7’ in yoda.

version () else yaml.load(ao.annotation(’ErrorBreakdown ’))

13 systList= corr [0]. keys()

14 toys = np.zeros( [ ntoys , nbins ] )

15

16 for itoy in range( ntoys ):

17 shift = np.zeros( len(systList) )

18 delta = np.zeros( nbins )

19 isyst = 0

20 for sname in systList:

21 if (ignore_corrs or ’stat’ in sname):

22 for n in range(nbins):

23 l = np.random.normal (0,1) #bin -bin

independent stat fluctuations

24 s = ((corr[n][ sname][’up’])) if l >= 0. else

((corr[n][ sname ][’dn’]))

25 delta[n] += abs(l) * s

26 else:

27 l = np.random.normal (0,1)

28 shift[isyst] = l #bin -bin correlated

fluctuations
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29

30 for n in range(nbins):

31 s = ((corr[n][ sname][’up’])) if l >= 0. else

((corr[n][ sname ][’dn’]))

32 delta[n] += abs(l) * s # linear

interpolation

33 isyst +=1

34

35 for n in range(nbins):

36 toys[itoy][n] = ( 1. + delta[n] )

37

38 cov = np.cov( toys , rowvar =0 )

39 if LA.det(cov)==0:

40 printMatrix(cov)

41 print "[ERROR], the above cov matrix is singular for ",

ao.path , " ! exit"

42 print "( if this is a cov matrix for a super -AO ,

perhaps you have several highly correlated distributions

in your set. Try vetoing some.)"

43 exit (1)

44 return cov
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